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Introduction
1. My full name is Russell Aleck Brandon. I am a Principal Transportation
Engineer at the firm Flow Transportation Specialists Limited (Flow).
2. I hold a Bachelor of Engineering (Civil) with First Class Honours and a Master
of Engineering Studies (Transportation) with First Class Honours from the
University of Auckland. I am a member of Engineering New Zealand and a
member of the Engineering New Zealand Transportation Technical Group.
3. I have 9 years experience in traffic engineering and transport planning. I
have worked on numerous developments across Auckland, many of which
have been medium to high density residential and mixed use developments.
4. I was instructed by Greenstone Group on behalf of P0012 Auckland NZ Pty
Limited in November 2018 to assist with the transport aspects of the initial
design of the proposed residential tower at 65-71 Federal Street (Proposal).
I have led the transport input from Flow since then. I am familiar with the
area to which the application for resource consent relates. I have visited the
site and surrounds on numerous occasions.
5. Although this is not a hearing before the Environment Court, I record that I
have read and agree to and abide by the Environment Court’s Code of
Conduct for Expert Witnesses as specified in the Environment Court’s
Practice Note 2014. This evidence is within my area of expertise, except
where I state that I rely upon the evidence of other expert witnesses as
presented to this hearing. I have not omitted to consider any material facts
known to me that might alter or detract from the opinions expressed.

Scope of Evidence
6. My evidence has been prepared in response to feedback from Auckland
Transport about the potential for the proposed valet parking arrangement
resulting in queues of vehicles that will affect the operation and safety of
the adjacent street.
7. My evidence will address the following:
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a. The valet parking and car lift service rate of the Proposal;
b. The demand for car parking generated by the Proposal;
c. The safety of footpath users at the vehicle crossing;
d. The provision of bicycle parking;
e. Construction traffic management;
f.

The proposed streetscape upgrade.

8. My evidence should be read in conjunction with the Integrated Transport
Assessment prepared by Flow, dated February 2022 (ITA).

Valet parking and car lift service rate
9. Auckland Transport has requested a condition that requires a Traffic and
Valet Parking Management Plan (TVPMP) prior to construction
commencing. This is based on the concern that the proposed car lifts and
valet parking arrangement will not have the capacity to meet demand and
queues of cars waiting to be parked will extend out onto the adjacent street.
10. I agree that a TVPMP is required, however this should be submitted for
approval prior to occupation of the building, not prior to construction. The
proposed car lifts and valet parking arrangement will have the capacity to
meet demand and there is no need to confirm this prior to construction.
The TVPMP should only be required to outline the intended operating
procedures.
11. In the ITA, I estimated the time to park one vehicle to be around 5 minutes.
Auckland Transport has indicated that there is a lack of details in regard to
this estimation of time. As such I provide further details as follows.
12. The lift specifications state a lift speed of 1 m/s. In Table 1 I have estimated
the time it would take the lift to travel between each car parking level and
the basement level based on the rise, the above speed, plus a 10 second
buffer to account for lift doors opening and closing. I have calculated the
average lift travel time across all 7 levels to be around 30 seconds.
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Table 1: Estimated lift travel times

Level

Rise from basement

Lift travel time

1

9.45m

20 seconds

2

12.65m

23 seconds

3

15.85m

26 seconds

4

19.05m

30 seconds

5

22.25m

33 seconds

6

25.45m

36 seconds

7

28.65m

39 seconds

Average

30 seconds

13. The length of the car travel path from the waiting spaces in the basement
to the lift is around 40 m when taking into account a reverse turn. On the
parking levels, the maximum travel path length between the lift and a car
park is around 50 m. Assuming an average travel speed of 2 km/hr, the time
it would take to travel 90 m is around 160 seconds. 2 km/hr is conservatively
slow in this regard and takes into account the tight manoeuvres and reverse
turns that may be required.
14. The lift and vehicle travel time on average equates to 190 seconds. My
estimated 5 minute service time therefore allows for an inbound car to be
parked, with around 2 minutes for the valet staff to return to the basement
to collect another vehicle. If they take the lift back down this journey should
be less than 1 minute. As such 5 minutes also allows time for the lift to travel
to the level it has been called from if it is not already there.
15. The estimated 5 minute parking time equates to a service rate of 12 cars
parked every hour for every staff member on duty. Two staff would
therefore allow up to 24 cars to be parked in an hour, and three staff up to
36 cars. Given that the lift journey would only account for an average of 1
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minute of the 5 minute parking time (parking the car then returning),
between the 2 lifts there is ample capacity to accommodate three or more
staff operating at one time.

Car parking demand rates
16. The assessment of vehicle trips generated by the onsite car parking
proposed is based on vehicle trip rates given RTA’s Guide to Traffic
Generating Developments August 2013 update TDT 2013/04a (RTA).
17. The RTA vehicle trip rates used are peak hour averages for high density
developments in Sydney that are located in close proximity to excellent
public transport, as such very similar to the Proposal. Auckland Transport
has noted that trip rates could vary from the average used. The concern is
that if demand for the car lifts exceeds its capacity, queues of cars waiting
to park could extend out onto the adjacent road network.
18. The RTA trip rates used are based on surveys of 8 similar developments. In
Table 2 I have shown the estimated vehicle trips generated by the car
parking provided based on average rates as shown in the ITA. I have also
shown the trips based on the highest recorded rates from the 8
developments

the

average

is

based

on.

The

same

85%/15%

inbound/outbound split has been applied as per the assessment in the ITA.
Table 2: Estimated car parking arrival and departure demand

Period

Morning
peak hour

Evening
peak hour

Vehicle trip rate

Vehicle

Vehicle

Vehicle

(per car parking

trips

trips

trips

space)

generated

inbound

outbound

0.15 (average)

21

3

18

0.29 (high rate)

40

6

34

0.12 (average)

16

14

2

0.28 (high rate)

38

32

6
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19. Considering that outbound trips can be managed, and cars not brought
down for residents until there is space to accommodate them, my focus is
on the inbound trips. Inbound trips cannot necessarily be managed in the
same way, as residents can turn up at any time. Inbound trips are highest in
the evening peak, as such this is the key time to consider lift/valet parking
capacity.
20. Table 3 shows the average and high demand arrival rates for the evening
peak hour, and the service rate of the valet parking depending on the
number of staff on duty. Assuming steady arrival and parking of vehicles
through the evening peak hour, the service rate of two valet staff exceeds
the average demand arrival rate. As such queuing for parking is likely to be
very minimal. The higher demand arrival rate exceeds the service rate of
two valet staff but is less than the service rate for three valet staff. Where
the service rate exceeds the arrival rate, this leaves capacity for valet staff
to accommodate departures as well.
Table 3: Arrival rate versus service rate with two and three valet staff

Two valet staff

Three valet staff

Average
arrival rate

Average
Service
rate

High

0.53 cars

0.4 cars

demand

per minute

per minute

Average

0.27 cars

0.4 cars

demand

per minute

per minute

Max cars

Average

Max cars

waiting

Service rate

waiting

10

0

0.6 cars
per minute
0.6 cars
per minute

0

0

21. If there are times during the evening the peak hour where arrival rates are
not steady and multiple drivers arrive at once, it is possible that a backlog
of cars may form. In this regard, I note that there are 3 waiting spaces, and
also the loading bay that provides additional space for temporary car
storage. I estimate there to be space for up to 8 cars in the loading area. The
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TVPMP can include provisions to reserve the loading bay area for this use
during the evening peak, limiting service vehicles to off peak hours.
22. Auckland Transport has also raised concerns about if staff breaks and lift
maintenance have been considered in the assessment of lift service rates.
Valet staff may have to work non-stop to keep up with demand during peak
demand, however peak demand typically only occurs over an hour or two
during the morning and evening on weekdays, and around midday to early
afternoon on weekends. Outside of these peak periods demand will be less
and there would be capacity for staff to take breaks, or staff numbers to be
reduced.
23. Maintenance of the lifts can also be undertaken in off peak periods when
demand is lower. In this regard we also note that the provision of two lifts
means that maintenance can be managed with at least one car lift always
being online at any given time. This will allow for easy, regular maintenance
which will help avoid unscheduled breakdowns.
24. Given the average time for a lift to travel between levels is only 30 seconds,
it would still be feasible for a single lift and 2 or 3 valet staff to service 2 or
3 cars every 5 minutes and potentially still keep up with peak hour demand.

Pedestrian safety at the proposed vehicle crossing
25. As acknowledged in the Auckland Transport feedback, as much mitigation
as is practical is proposed at the vehicle crossing to ensure the safety of
people using the footpath on Kingston Street. While visibility splays are
desirable, on a site this size, it is not feasible to fit this around the structure
of the proposed building or without dedicating a large portion of the site
frontage to vehicle access.
26. The proposed mitigation at the vehicle crossing is included in the proposed
conditions of consent. These will include signage, mirrors, and warning
cameras/flashing signs that will ensure drivers are aware of and can see any
approaching footpath users as well as a speed hump to slow drivers down
to not only minimise the chance of collision but in the unlikely event of a
collision ensuring it is very low severity. The vehicle crossing over the
6

footpath will need to be constructed to Auckland Transport requirements
which include use of materials that communicate footpath user priority
over vehicles using the vehicle crossing.
27. When considering the site and surrounding transport network, the
proposed location for the vehicle access with the proposed mitigation
provides the best outcome. The location of the vehicle crossing on Kingston
Street is preferable to Federal Street, as Federal Street is proposed to
become part of the City Centre laneway circuit. This will see it prioritised for
people walking and cycling. The location of the vehicle crossing on the
western edge of the site separates it from the main pedestrian generating
parts of the Proposal reducing potential conflict in that regard.

Provision of bicycle parking
28. The Auckland Unitary Plan requires that this development provide a total of
360 secure bicycle parking spaces and 21 visitor bicycle parking spaces.
29. 304 secure bicycle parking spaces are proposed which is a shortfall of 56
spaces. Auckland Transport considers this shortfall inadequate as the site
will have excellent access to the existing and future cycle network, and that
storing bicycle parking in apartments may not be feasible.
30. In addition to the 304 secure bicycle parking spaces, 125 storage lockers will
be provided across levels 2 to 6. These lockers will be 1.2 m wide by 2 m
long which is sufficient size to accommodate bicycles if desired. This
provides opportunities for bicycle storage in addition to the formal parking
proposed and storage of bicycles in apartments.
31. In regard to bicycle storage in apartments, most of the smaller apartments
(50 m2) are proposed to have balconies which are around 2 m by 3.5 m and
enough space to store a bicycle. The apartments without balconies are
larger (one-bedroom are minimum 55 m2, two-bedrooms are minimum
78 m2, and three-bedrooms are minimum 112 m2) and many of the layouts
include large closets and small studies that could be used as bicycle storage
if desired. In this regard, I also note that some people prefer to keep their
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bicycles in more secure areas such as their apartments or storage lockers
where they can be more confident that they will not be stolen.
32. The building lifts are 1.5 m by 2 m which are adequate to accommodate a
bicycle. Given that apartments and storage lockers are intended to provide
some of the bicycle parking in the building, body corporate rules will not be
implemented that restrict the use of the lifts for people transporting
bicycles. E-scooters will also be able to be transported via lifts and stored in
apartments or storage lockers.
33. There is a very high presence of dockless e-bikes and e-scooters in the city
centre that can be rented. It is also possible that a shared bicycle service
may be provided within the building. As such it is not necessary for residents
to own and store a bike in order to have access to bikes or scooters and
make use of the surrounding cycle network.
34. Overall there is opportunity for bicycle parking in the proposed building that
far exceeds the minimum requirement of the Auckland Unitary Plan. In the
context of a development that will have some of the best access to public
transport and on-demand micro-mobility options in Auckland, and an
extensive range of amenity and services within walking distance, I do not
consider that a technical shortfall in bicycle parking will mean this
development cannot adequately serve future generations.

Construction traffic management
35. A draft Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) has been prepared
and was provided with the ITA. This CTMP is based on the information
currently available in regard to construction methodology, programme, and
surrounding construction works such as the City Rail Link.
36. The purpose of the draft CTMP is to show that there are ways in that
construction traffic and construction loading can be managed to minimise
impact on the surrounding streets. A condition of consent is proposed
requiring a final CTMP to be provided prior to construction as is typical of
most developments in Auckland. At that time it will be possible to provide
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more detail and confirm things such as construction traffic routes, loading
area requirements, and effects on existing on street parking etc.
37. It is important to note that a CTMP is a dynamic document and can/will be
updated to respond to any changes in the surrounding transport network.
For example, as the City Rail Link work progresses different streets will
reopen and others may close and construction traffic management for the
Proposal will change in response. I note that other significant developments
have been constructed along Albert Street as City Rail Link works have been
undertaken, such as Commercial Bay on Lower Albert Street and the
Voco/Holiday Inn Express building on the corner of Albert Street and
Wyndam Street. As such this is not a unique situation.
38. Commenters on the application have also raised concern about
construction related parking. As outlined in the draft CTMP, construction
loading zones will be provided to ensure construction loading activity can
be undertaken in a way that minimises disruption to the operation of the
adjacent roads. The construction loading zones will also be subject to
Temporary Traffic Management Plans that will be approved and monitored
by Auckland Transport as construction is undertaken. As such any noncompliant construction loading behaviour can be penalised.
39. Contractor parking will not specifically be provided for, which is typical for
construction sites of this nature. Workers on the site will need to make use
of the surrounding public parking or travel to the site using public transport
or other modes. Contractors parking in on-street parking will be subject to
the restrictions and charges enforced by Auckland Transport. This is public
parking and it is legal for them use it. I note that once construction has
progressed it may be possible for workers to use the resident parking.

Streetscape upgrade
40. Upgrades to the Federal Street and Kingston Street on the site frontage are
proposed to help facilitate the new activity generated by the Proposal. In
response to commenter feedback and noting that Auckland Transport
intends to upgrade Federal Street in future, the design of the streetscape
9

upgrades has been clarified. This will include extending the kerb out to
provide additional space for the footpath and new street furniture and
removing and relocating some on street parking.
41. On-street parking on public roads cannot be allocated for private use.
However, as part of the streetscape upgrade, time and vehicle restrictions
on the existing parking could be altered to better suit the needs of the
proposed building and the existing activities in this area. Auckland Transport
has noted that any upgrades should ensure the design of the streetscape
upgrade prioritises pedestrians. This is a feature of the design as it improves
pedestrian facilities and amenity.
42. Auckland Transport has also raised concerns about relocating loading
spaces to the eastern side of Federal Street as this may result in loading
directly into the traffic lane or into the cycleway.
43. As such, and in liaison with Auckland Transport, a revised concept onstreet
parking proposal has been developed, which is attached as Attachment A.
This design proposes to
a. remove all 7 existing paid parking spaces from the eastern side of Federal
Street, resulting in a safer road environment as any conflict with people
exiting their vehicles into the cycleway will be removed.
b. reinstate the existing 6 P5/loading parking spaces and 1 accessible
parking space on the western side of Federal Street as indented parking
spaces, and include 2 additional paid parking spaces.
c. remove the 3 existing paid parking spaces on the southern side of
Kingston Street and replace this with 2 P5 /loading spaces.
44. As such the proposal results in the removal of 6 onstreet paid parking spaces
on Federal Street and Kingston Street in the immediate vicinity of the
Proposal. I consider that this is acceptable as it results in a safer
environment for cyclists on the Federal Street cycleway, provides additional
loading and drop-off/pick up opportunities for nearby businesses, with any
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displaced onstreet parking demand being able to be accommodated in the
nearby Sky City parking.
45. I have checked the feasibility of this concept design using AutoCAD tracking
software. The detailed results are presented in Attachment A and show that
the tracking requirements of a 10.4m Auckland Council rubbish truck1 can
be accommodated by the proposed design and surrounding transport
infrastructure, except for
a. the right left turn from Federal Street northbound into Kingston Street
eastbound requires the end of one of the planter boxes demarcating the
cycleway to be removed.
b. the left turn from Kingston Street eastbound into Federal Street
northbound, where the tracking slightly encroaches on the existing bus
bay on the western side of Federal Street as well as the existing police
van parking on the eastern side. This can be addressed by removing
additional paid parking to the north on Federal Street and changing this
to police van parking, as well as by possibly moving the bus bay slightly
to the north. This bus bay is not used by public buses but by coaches
serving the adjacent Rydges Hotel.
46. Overall, I note that the design of this upgrade will be subject to the
Engineering Plan Approval (EPA) process with Auckland Council and
Auckland Transport. During this process, additional changes to the design
can be investigated further and finalised in conjunction with Auckland
Council and Auckland Transport. The feedback received from Auckland
Transport indicates that an acceptable solution can be found. Further
details of the design will then be updated and altered during the EPA
process to address feedback received.

1

The Auckland Transport Design Manual specifies a 10.3m rubbish truck as the check
vehicle for two collector roads intersecting.
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Conclusions
47. The provision of two car lifts as part of the Proposal will provide adequate
capacity to accommodate the anticipated valet car parking demand
generated. An adequate number of valet staff can be rostered on to
accommodate the changing demand for valet parking throughout the day
and ensure that cars do not queue out onto the street waiting to be parked.
48. Given that deciding factor is the number of valet staff provided, and not a
physical constraint created by the lifts of building itself, I consider it
unnecessary for the TVPMP to restrict construction of the Proposal. Details
of how many staff will be rostered on, and how the loading area will be
managed to allow for overflow waiting capacity can be confirmed prior to
the building being occupied.
49. The vehicle crossing location provides the best outcome for the site when
considering the constraints and the Proposal as a whole. Adequate
mitigation will be provided to ensure safety for footpath users.
50. Opportunities for bicycle parking in the Proposal will be provided that far
exceed the minimum requirement in the Auckland Unitary Plan. The
technical shortfall of bicycle parking will not disadvantage users of the
building, especially when considering the location and access to public
transport.
51. A final CTMP will be a condition of the development. When prepared it will
take into account surrounding construction and can be updated as the
surrounding environment changes.
52. The streetscape upgrade proposed as part of the development will be
limited to the site frontage. Details of design including changes to on-street
parking locations can be finalised when the required application for EPA is
developed.
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Russell Brandon
Dated 27 June 2022
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Attachment A: Proposed Concept Design for Federal Street and Kingston Street
Streetscape
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